
•  Artist Mixing Colors	




Primary Colors	






When fully saturated, 
this color combination 
can be very childlike.	




doesn’t have to be childlike- depends on usage	




Primary Color 
Sequence Mark 
Dagley 1995. Acrylic 
on canvas 75 x 75 
inches	




Mondrian 



Bauhaus Furniture	




Rothko 



Daniel Canogar	




Triadic palettes are 
particularly vibrant 
and energetic, due 
to the immense 
diversity in hues. "
Because of all the 
contrast, balance is 
key. In this example 
above, blue is the 
dominant color, and 
the desaturated red 
and yellow are 
used more 
sparingly. "







Remember:	


•  Tints	


•  Shades	


•  Tones	




Sol Lewitt 



Robert Gwathmey 



Secondary Colors	

orange violet green	




made by mixing two primaries  
in equal proportions. 





Matisse 

Secondary colors can be very vibrant...	




Matisse 

...or muted depending on saturation.	












Karen Lightner "



Intermediate Colors lie exactly between 
each primary and secondary color.	




Intermediate Colors	




Intermediate Colors	

•  "two-name colors" yellow orange, 

red orange, yellow green, blue 
green, red violet, and blue violet	


•  made by mixing a primary color 
with a secondary color	


•  Sometimes the intermediates are 
referred to as tertiary colors.	




Matisse 



When used fully saturated and in close to equal amounts, 
the intermediate colors can be garish and too colorful.	




Intermediate colors 
need to be tempered 
with grays and used in 
varying amounts.	






Can be very fanciful and lively when 
the colors are fully saturated	






Le Corbusier	




colors are infinite in number.  
They are created by mixing  
any two secondary colors. 



...or through the neutralization  
of one color by its complement. 





Klee 







Morris Louis	




Morris Louis	




Barry McGee	




Barry McGee	




Margaret Kilgallen	




Margaret Kilgallen	




Harmonious Color 
Relationships 

•  Complements!
•  Split Complements!
•  Double Split Complements!
•  Tetrad!
•  Analogous!
•  Monochromatic!



colors are opposite one another  
on the color wheel. 



Using equal amounts of fully 
saturated complements can be garish 
and the colors compete.	




Allow one 
color to 
dominate and 
use the other 
color as an 
accent. Vary 
the levels of 
saturation for 
more visual 
interest.	




Morris Louis 



Mark Napier!









Journey Video Game	




incorporates a color  
and the colors on  

either side of its complement. 



Sean Scully 



Sean Scully 









Journey Video Game	




is two pairs of complements ,  
one apart on the color wheel - also 

called a tetrad. 









color relationship is four colors equally 
spaced around the color wheel and contains 

a primary, its complement and a 
complementary pair of intermediates. 

Tetrad 



Matisse 







are colors that appear  
next to each other on the color wheel. 





Kenneth Noland 



Van Gough 



Hans Arp 



color schemes use only one hue  
but explore the complete range of tints 

and shades for that color. 



Philip Guston 



Picasso 






